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Celi isn’t as excited about her changing body as her mother is.
She is nervous about the changes it will bring in her life, and isn’t
sure if she is ready to become a woman. But this doesn’t stop her
mother from insisting on a Mexica Moon Ceremony to celebrate
her first period. Her mother is deeply involved in holistic healing
and the celebration of the female body as well as incorporating
their history. As Celi dreads her impending initiation, she latches
onto the things in her life that she enjoys the most, particularly
Bamba dancing while her best friend Magda plays the drums. But
Magda is going through their own changes as they decide that
they are more male than female, and begins to identify themself
as Marco. Celi has to learn to navigate changes in friendships and
relationships, her first crush, and her own personal changes, all
while discovering the person she would like to be.
The Moon Within is a beautiful middle-grade story told in verse.
The author, Aida Salazar, writes with deep knowledge about
Mexican culture and uses Nahuatl throughout the book to explore
the identity of the characters. She also infuses traditional Taino
and West African religion and rituals throughout the book to
further develop the main characters’ heritage. It is rare for books
to so mindfully and purposefully discuss puberty, menstruation,
and the female body. This is a welcome text to help young
women explore and celebrate their changing bodies. The author
also skillfully discusses non-binary gender through the lens of
Mexican tradition, the creator-god Omoteotl and a culture that
celebrates the power of people who belong to other genders.
This is a book that recognizes the importance of discussing the
realities that children face as they grow and try to navigate their
way through the world.
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